Background
In 2002, the City of Gothenburg Urban Transport Administration developed
a proposal for goals and measures to promote carsharing development
in Gothenburg. This proposal related to both carsharing within the City’s
own organisation and carsharing aimed at the general public.
Since then, a large number of activities to promote carsharing has been
carried out in Gothenburg and the carsharing market has developed
in a positive manner. There are currently clear players on the market,
even if the solution has yet to really take off. In Gothenburg, the number
of users of carsharing has increased steadily and the technical solutions
within the field are varied and well tested.
In 2012, the City Council adopted new goals to promote and increase
the use of carsharing in Gothenburg.

Goals and focus to promote
carsharing development in
Gothenburg

Why promote carsharing
’Carsharing’ refers to the use of one or more shared cars by a number of drivers. Carsharing is often used as a
synonym for the concept. In practice, carsharing functions like short-term self-service car hire, i.e. there are no
staff on site when you collect/return the car. Combined with public transport, cycling, etc., it creates a service
concept that meets the requirements for a competitive mobility alterative to privately-owned cars, especially
in built-up areas. Carsharing is a growing phenomenon both in Sweden and abroad, and are available in many
larger towns. Carsharing is particularly popular in Switzerland, Austria and Germany, but are also becoming
increasingly popular in countries such as the Netherlands, Belgium, the USA, the United Kingdom, France,
Canada and Spain.

More effective use of parking

The City of Gothenburg has been involved in efforts to promote carsharing both within the city and outside
it for a number of years. In 2000, the City of Gothenburg’s City Council decided that the City of Gothenburg
Urban Transport Administration, along with other central administrations, should take a more active approach
to its own carsharing solutions, including creating a carsharing pool for official travel for council employees in
and around Traktören, which has been achieved.

Increased accessibility and better economy

Reasons for promoting carsharing development

Increased traffic safety

There are many reasons for the City to work to develop carsharing. Within the municipality, carsharing primarily
help to achieve not only the priority objective of “reducing consumption of fossil fuels”, but also the aim of
“improving the environment in Gothenburg by increasing travel by public transport and cycling compared to
car traffic.” carsharing also contribute to reduced costs for the City of Gothenburg.

Fewer journeys made by car, less air pollution

International studies show that the number of journeys by car reduce by 20-30 per cent or more when people
who previously owned a car join a carsharing service. The discontinued car journeys are largely replaced by
public transport, walking and cycling. On the other hand, there is no significant increase in car journeys made
by people who previously did not own a car and who join a car pool. Instead, the carsharing replaces cars loaned
by acquaintances and hire cars. Carsharing members normally use significantly newer cars compared to the
average car, with better exhaust emission control, which further contributes to reduced environmental impact.
All this combined means that carsharing contribute to reduced traffic emissions of hazardous substances that
also have an impact on the environment.
In particular, the number of short journeys by car reduces dramatically when people who previously owned a
car join carsharing. This may be because carsharing users need to plan car use better, and the actual costs of a
car trip are significantly more obvious. Emissions of hazardous substances from cars are highest when making
short journeys. For that reason, a reduction in short car journeys is particularly important to improve the air
quality in the city.

Increased use of public transport and cycling

The users of carsharing use public transport and cycling to a greater degree for their everyday travel, with the
car serving as more of a complement to these. Studies clearly show that users of carsharing increase their use of
public transport after joining a carsharing. This increases public transport revenue, while the carsharing-public
transport combination increases the ability of public transport to compete with private car use.

Reduced costs for the City

A carsharing cars is usually exploited to a much greater degree than a normal car, which is only driven by a few
employees, as more users can use the car. In addition, the need to book means that travel is better planned and
more efficient. As a result, costs are lower and demand for the total number of cars and parking places is reduced.

A carsharing car replaces 3-5 individually used cars , as the cars are utilised more efficiently. Carsharing cars
can, therefore, free up valuable space in the city, as they replace a large number of private cars – cars that are
only used by one, or a small number, of users. The limited parking space in the city is thus used more efficiently
to the benefit of more people. So carsharing can help to reduce the demand for new parking spaces. With the
same total number of parking spaces, carsharing can help to reduce queuing times to get a parking space, as
well as reduce the search time and the number of vehicles looking for existing parking spaces.
Carsharing contribute to greater accessibility for the city’s inhabitants, particularly for people who are not motivated or in a position financially to own their own car but still want to be able to use a car sometimes. For many
city residents who do not need a car on a daily basis, membership of a carsharing offers significant savings,
compared to owning a car, without any reduction in accessibility.
Carsharing increase traffic safety due to carsharing users reducing the amount they travel by car and because
carsharing, as a rule, use newer cars than the average car, with better safety features and collision protection.
Carsharing cars are seldom older than three to five years, i.e. significantly newer than the average car in
Sweden, which is usually between eight and ten years old (see also appendix 2. Updated quality requirements
for carsharing.) Carsharing cars can also be equipped with ISA (Intelligent Speed Adaptation) and alcohol
locks. These driver aids can assist in creating a safer work environment.

Gothenburg’s previous goals
In 2003, the Traffic Committee adopted the following goals for developing carsharing in Gothenburg.
• have the goal of reaching 10,000 members of carsharing services in Gothenburg within five years
• adopt a technical definition of carsharing
• 	favour carsharing by assigning carsharing cars attractive and earmarked parking spaces and priority when
assigning parking spaces
• 	ensure the City of Gothenburg Urban Transport Administration works to bring about a change in the Traffic
Ordinance and, once this is achieved, to assign carsharing cars special “home” parking spaces, the vehicle’s
“home address”, on streets with priority in areas where parking cannot be satisfactorily provided on other
available land
• 	ask the regional public transport company to integrate carsharing services into ordinary public transport
services
• recommend that the Planning and Building Committee considers carsharing when planning new areas.

Development in Gothenburg between 2003 and 2010
The City of Gothenburg has played an active and important role in developing carsharing since the
document outlining the objectives was adopted in 2003.
Goal fulfilment
• During autumn 2010, there were a total of 9,974 users of carsharing services in Gothenburg according to
statistics compiled by the City of Gothenburg Urban Transport Administration. Of these, just under 3,400 are
private individuals, with the rest being employees in various administrations and companies. The agreed goal
from 2003 to 2008 of 10,000 carsharing users in Gothenburg (2,500 private users and 7,500 via their employer)
has therefore virtually been reached (see table 1).

Carsharing in 2010
There are 413 carsharing cars in Gothenburg. Each carsharing cars in Gothenburg has 24 users (17 in 2007) and
the overwhelming majority, 90 per cent, of all carsharing cars are clean vehicles. All large carsharing services
in Gothenburg have introduced electronic booking systems with a registration unit installed in the vehicle. This
allows a booked car to be opened using a card or mobile phone, and detailed user statistics can also be compiled.

Carsharing and City activities
Central municipal carsharing
Use of carsharing cars for the City’s own needs in particular has increased dramatically since 2003, with a number
of positive side effects such as reduced mileage, reduced costs for municipalities and reduced environmental
impact. In 2004, the City of Gothenburg Urban Transport Administration procured a shared carsharing and
over the years more companies and administrations have shown an interest in membership of the carsharing.
There are now 13 member organisations:
This carsharing service exclusively uses clean vehicles, which further helps to reduce environmental impact.
Total emissions of CO2 equivalents from carsharing use were just under 32 tons in 2009. The total distance
covered was approximately 253,000 km. If the same distance had been covered using a private car for official
travel, the level of emissions would have been just over 48 tons.
This means, therefore, that carsharing cars, based on vehicle fleet composition and use in 2009, reduced emissions
of CO2 equivalents by over a third, around 35 per cent.
There is also further potential to increase the difference between average private car use and the environmental
performance of carsharing cars due to better fuel and vehicles with better fuel efficiency. It is not possible to
place tough environmental demands on private cars in the same way as for carsharing cars.

Table 1. Number of carsharing users in Gothenburg 2007-2010

• The City of Gothenburg Urban Transport Administration has, over the last five-year period, been actively
pursuing the issue of changing the Traffic Ordinance with regard to on-street parking. So far, we have been
unable to effect a change, but the aim of our work remains unaltered. In Gothenburg, in cooperation with
carsharing organisations where practicable, we have allocated carsharing spaces on the street on a small scale.
• The integration of carsharing services into public transport has been attempted on several occasions and has
resulted in an increased proportion of carsharing users. This is a business model adopted by the regional public
transport company and local carsharing organisations. The parties are also aiming to continue to be able to
offer travellers trial subscriptions to carsharing services, as well as to expand their cooperation.
• A pilot project aimed at investigating whether carsharing can be a tool in the planning process was initiated
in 2009. For this project, the parking norm has been adjusted to zero, based on a number of fulfilled premises.
The project will be followed up and evaluated within a three-year period.

Table 2. Carbon dioxide emissions from official travel using carsharing cars
in 2009 and comparison with equivalent

The City as a carsharing car user and catalyst
The City is the largest user of carsharing services in Gothenburg and is, therefore, setting a good example. In
the last quarter of 2010, carsharing cars owned by the City, which is used by the City’s administrations and
companies, had just over 4,600 users. The commercial carsharing company Sunfleet, which is also used by the
City, had 717 users within the municipality during the same period. The City has also contributed to increasing
access to carsharing for private individuals, by opening up some pools used by the municipality to private
citizens.
The City of Gothenburg has also been active in promoting cooperation between carsharing services and public
transport by contributing to improved cooperation and joint offers between the regional public transport company and two of Gothenburg’s commercial carsharing companies. It is currently possible for registered owners of
public transport cards to try carsharing services for a three-month period with no initial costs.
However, the question of earmarking on-street parking for “home” parking of carsharing cars has not been
solved permanently. So far, a number of trial parking spaces have been created for carsharing cars, and these
have worked relatively well.

Carsharing for private individuals and companies
Carsharing options in Gothenburg
The range of carsharing services for private individuals has increased significantly since 2003 and by spring
2010 there were 165 carsharing cars in commercial carsharing companies in Gothenburg, in addition to the 240
cars in Gatubolaget’s pool. The largest private player with 116 cars and just over 4,400 users is the commercial
carsharing company Sunfleet, which provides carsharing services for the City, as well as for companies and, to
a lesser extent, private individuals. The second largest player is the cooperative association Göteborgs Bilkooperativ with 30 cars and 581 users, mainly private individuals. In addition to these two larger carsharing companies,
there are seven smaller carsharing services aimed at private individuals with a clearer connection to specific
districts. In 2009, Move About launched an electric carsharing service in Gothenburg. Initially, the service was
operated as a pilot project in cooperation with Lindholmen Science Park. From February 2010, the pool at
Lindholmen is open to both private individuals and companies and more carsharing with electric cars are
planned for central Gothenburg. Today, there are 150 users sharing eight electric cars.

New goals for carsharing in Gothenburg
The overall aim of the City of Gothenburg Urban Transport Administration’s carsharing work is to support
sustainable travel. By actively focusing on carsharing, the City can help encourage more rational and planned
car use and promote increased accessibility for inhabitants of the city, as well as better organise land use in the
city for parking. In order for the effects of this work to be noticeable in the form of increased market shares for
carsharing compared to both privately-owned cars and official cars, clear signals from the City are required.

Carsharing in the City’s own activities

Use of carsharing within the City of Gothenburg’s own administrations has grown rapidly since 2003 but still
does not entirely fulfil the agreed goals. At the start of 2011, around 5,300 people employed by municipal activities were using carsharing services. There are still unexploited opportunities to develop the use of carsharing
and thus streamline travel both to save costs and reduce environmental impact.
Development of the use of carsharing in the City’s own activities must continue. Where suitable, official cars
and official travel must be gradually replaced by carsharing services.

The goals for the City’s work, by the end of 2015, are as follows:
• At least 90 % of car journeys made by the City’s administrations and companies will be undertaken using
carsharing cars.
• As a property and land owner, the City will prioritise carsharing in the allocation of parking spaces.
• Carsharing will be considered when applying parking figures, especially when it comes to new developments
• Encouraging carsharing available to the public

Carsharing for private individuals and companies
The use of carsharing by private individuals and companies in Gothenburg has grown significantly since 2003.
In autumn 2010, carsharing in Gothenburg had somewhere in the region of 3,400 private users. This represents
a dramatic increase since 2003, and exceeds the agreed target of 2,500 private carsharing members.
In Bremen, a city of a similar size to Gothenburg, there were around 5,000 private carsharing users at the start
of 2009. Bremen has adopted a target of at least 20,000 carsharing users by 2020.
In Switzerland, carsharing were used by around 91,000 people at the end of 2009 , which is equivalent to around
1.2 per cent of the population throughout the country, with the proportion in the larger cities being significantly
higher. The long-term potential in Switzerland has been assessed at 10 per cent of the population.
These figures indicate that there is potential in Gothenburg to achieve carsharing rates of between 1 and 5 per
cent. In the longer term, the potential is even greater. Our assessment is that by 2015 it would be possible to
achieve 20,000 carsharing users in Gothenburg, provided that active work is driven by market forces.
The City of Gothenburg can mainly affect growth in carsharing aimed at private individuals and companies indirectly, using communication and information about this transport option and by creating good conditions for
new carsharing services start-ups. Therefore, the focus of growth goals for carsharing in general in Gothenburg
and activity goals for the City’s work should be on promoting carsharing in Gothenburg.

Goals for the end of 2015:
• At least 20,000 carsharing users (focus goal)
• At least 40 % of the City of Gothenburg’s inhabitants are to have access to a carsharing car within 400 metres’
walking distance. Establishment to be promoted within densely-populated areas where there are currently no
carsharing services. (focus goal)
• Carsharing must be a widely-known alternative to privately-owned cars. 80 % of residents with a driving
licence must be aware of the option to use carsharing. 20 % must also be aware of the location of their nearest
available carsharing car. Information campaigns must focus on areas where carsharing cars are available.
(activity goal)
• Private and public property owners and car park operators that provide parking must be fully aware of the
possibilities for reducing the demand for parking by means of carsharing and must be encouraged to prioritise
carsharing when allocating parking spaces. (activity goal)

